For a large class of expanding maps of the interval, we prove that partial sums of Lipschitz observables satisfy an almost sure central limit theorem (ASCLT). In fact, we provide a rate of convergence in the Kantorovich distance. Maxima of partial sums are also shown to obey an ASCLT. The key-tool is an exponential inequality recently obtained. Then we establish (optimal) almost-sure convergence rates for the supremum of moving averages of Lipschitz observables (Erdös-Rényi type law). This is done by refining the usual large deviations estimates available for expanding maps of the interval. We end up with an application to entropy estimation ASCLT's that refine Shannon-McMillan-Breiman and Ornstein-Weiss theorems.
Introduction and results
Almost sure central limit theorems were first derived for independent sequences of random variables by Brosamler [6] , Schatte [45] and Fisher [18] (see also [29] ). In its simplest form the result states that if X 1 , X 2 , . . . is an i.i.d. sequence of real random variables with zero mean and unit variance (and satisfying some adequate moment condition), if (S n ) is the sequence of partial sums 
where D n = n k=1 k −1 = log n + O (1) . Notice that this refines the following result by Erdös-Hunt [16] which can be seen as a discrete version of the strong arc sine law:
a.s.
provided that the distribution of X 1 is symmetric. The logarithmic average in (1) may look surprising at first glance. However, the Erdös-Hunt result already implies that the Cesáro mean does not converge with probability one. We refer to [3, 29] for a more general discussion showing that the logarithmic average is essentially the only one that works. After the initial discovery, a large literature was published extending the result in various directions. We refer to [3] , [4] and [1] for references and to [32] for a generic result working for aperiodic dynamical systems.
Results for sequences of dependent random variables have also been obtained under some mixing conditions (see [3] and references therein). However dynamical systems do not often satisfy these mixing conditions with respect to the most natural observables in their phase space. We will consider below the family of dynamical systems given by piecewise expanding maps of the interval. We assume that the map f is a piecewise monotonic transformation with b branches and we denote by (a i ) b i=0 the corresponding subdivision of [0, 1] . We also assume that f is monotonic and extends to a C 2 map on each A i = [a i , a i+1 ]. Finally we assume that the map is topologically mixing and there is a constant η > 1 and an integer m such that for any x ∈ [0, 1), |(f m ) ′ (x)| > η. Under these conditions this dynamical system has a unique absolutely continuous invariant measure dµ = h dx [30] satisfying exponential decay of correlations for functions of bounded variation [23] . For such observables one also has a central limit theorem [23] . It is therefore natural to investigate the truth of almost sure central limit theorems in this class of systems which are rather well understood. We expect that the techniques developed below will prove useful in more general situations. P and E will refer to the probability and the expectation with respect to µ.
We will prove below a slightly stronger form of the almost sure central limit theorem (1) which is formulated using convergence in the Kantorovich distance κ (we refer to [42] for equivalent definitions and properties of this distance). We will denote by L the set of Lipschitz functions with Lipschitz constant equal to one and vanishing at the origin. We recall that if ν 1 and ν 2 are two probability measures, κ is given by
Note that since ν 1 and ν 2 are probability measures, in the above integral we can replace g by g − g(0), or in other words there is no restriction in assuming g(0) = 0. It is convenient to define the sequence of weighted empirical (random) measures of the average by
where δ a is the Dirac measure at point a of the real line. We investigate the convergence of this random measures to a Gaussian distribution in the Kantorovich metric. We now state our first main result. 
is non zero. Then Lebesgue almost surely
where N 0, σ 2 is the Gaussian measure with mean zero and variance σ 2 . More precisely, there is a constant C 0 > 0 such that, for all n > 3,
Notice that the last estimate in the theorem provides an upper bound to the velocity of the approximation by the Gaussian measure.
It follows from the proof that there exist constants C 1 > 0 and C 2 > 0 such that for any n > 3 and for any t > 0
This is a kind of large deviation bound. In the independent case, and for the almost sure weak convergence large deviation, estimates have been obtained in [44] .
It follows from the decay of correlations that the quantity σ 2 is finite and non negative (see [23] ). We also recall that since N 0, σ 2 has a bounded density, convergence in the Kantorovich metric implies convergence in the Kolmogorov metric and in other topologies, see e.g. [21] for a review. We recall that the convergence in the Kantorovich metric follows from the weak convergence and the convergence of the integral of the function g(x) = |x|. However we will handle directly the Kantorovich metric in order to get estimates on the speed of convergence.
Define now the measure G(σ) by
where ϑ is the Heaviside function. In the following theorem, S * n = sup k≤n S k .
Theorem 1.2 Under the assumptions of theorem 1.1, the sequence of random measures
converges Lebesgue almost surely to G(σ) in the Kantorovich metric.
The same result holds for the minima of partial sums inf k≤n S k . Velocity of convergence estimates could also be obtained.
In order to state the Erdös-Rényi Theorem, we recall the large deviation result for expanding maps of the interval [8] . Let u be a function of bounded variation on [0, 1]. Without loss of generality, we assume that E(u) = 0. Suppose that σ > 0 where σ is defined by formula (4) .
There exists β 0 > 0 such that for any |β| ≤ β 0 the following limit exists
where
For |β| ≤ β 0 the function F is analytic (see [5] ), and we denote by ϕ its Legendre transform. Recall that the function ϕ is analytic for |α| ≤ α 0 , where α 0 > 0 is small enough. Moreover ϕ is non negative and strictly convex and its minimum, which is equal to zero, is attained at the µ-expectation of u, that is 0. In particular, for any fixed 0 < α < α 0 , and any ǫ > 0, there is an integer n 0 = n 0 (ǫ) such that for any integer k > n 0 we have
We will need a much sharper result given in Appendix A. Let 
where β = ϕ ′ (α).
Note that this implies
Remarks.
1. We refer to [14] for an optimal estimate in the case of independent random variables. We notice that we get the same rate of convergence. It follows from the estimate below that one can derive estimates on the rate of convergence, however these estimates depend on quantities like the derivative of the pressure function F which are not easily controlled in terms of data on the map f . 2. As observed by Comets [13] in a different context (Ising model of Statistical Mechanics on a lattice), the Erdös-Rényi Theorem can be used as a statistical tool to determine the large deviation function. As a first application, we recall that for full Markov expanding maps of the interval, the essential spectral radius of the transfer operator is related to the function F which is the inverse Legendre transform of ϕ (see [11] and for extensions [22] and [10] ). In other words, this Theorem provides a statistical tool to estimate a generic lower bound on the decay of correlations. Other applications of the Erdös-Rényi Theorem will be discussed in forthcoming publications. 3. It follows from results in [7] and [33] that, since we assume that our map is topologically mixing, the density h of the absolutely continuous invariant measure µ is bounded below away from 0. Another sufficient condition is provided in [2] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we prove theorems 1.1 and 1.2. We first derive an estimate on the expectation of the Kantorovich distance. We next apply an exponential inequality proven in [12] which allows to control the deviations of the Kantorovich distance from its expectation. The result follows from a Borel-Cantelli type argument. The Erdös-Rényi Theorem is proven in section 3 using a precise large deviations estimate of independent interest which is discussed in the appendix. In Section 4 we deduce ASCLT's refining both Shannon-McMillan-Breiman and Ornstein-Weiss theorems. The latter estimates the entropy of the system by the recurrence rate of typical trajectories.
In the sequel, C, C 1 , etc, will denote various constants whose value may vary with the context.
Almost sure convergence for Lipschitz observables
We will say that a real-valued function K on [0, 1] n is separately Lipschitz in all its variables, if for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n we have
where in the above notation the indices out of range are absent. We recall some inequalities proven in [12] . 
where E(K) is the average
We have also
Recall (see for example [42] ) that the Kantorovich distance is also given by
where F n and F σ are the laws of E n and N (0, σ 2 ) respectively, or in other words
(ϑ is the Heaviside function.) We will first prove that
In fact, we will prove a stronger result estimating the speed of convergence to zero which is useful for the second part of Theorem 1.1.
Proposition 2.2 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, there is a positive constant C such that for any n > 3 we have
Proof. First introduce the following notation for convenience: A n =Ĉ √ log log n, whereĈ is a large positive constant to be fixed later. Introduce also the following sequence of functions: ψ n (x) = ψ(x/A n ) where ψ is a non-negative C 2 function bounded by one, equal to 0 for |x| > 2 and to 1 for |x| < 1.
It is easy to check that
Since the function
is separately Lipschitz with Lipschitz constants all equal to L(u), it follows from (10) that there are two positive constants C 1 and C 2 such that for any integer n and any t > 0
It is proved in [23] that for any q ≥ 1
We now chooseĈ large enough such that for any q ≥ 1 and n ≥ 3
Using (11) with t = x √ q − E(|S q |) for x ≥ A n , and inequality (12), we obtain
and therefore
We now handle the middle range integral
We introduce a sequence of finite sets L n of Lipschitz functions defined for n > 3 and with Lipschitz constant at most 2. This is a set of functions g defined on [−2A n − 1, 2A n + 1] which are piecewise affine on each interval between consecutive points of (Z(log n)
, which are zero at the origin and satisfy for any integer k ∈ (log n)
Finally, one takes g constant on the intervals
It is easy to verify that for any ℓ ∈ L, there is a g ∈ L n such that
By a simple computation one gets
This estimate is related to the ǫ-entropy of L, see [27] , [34] . We therefore have
We now use Pisier's inequality (see [43] ) to estimate the integral on the right hand side. We get
The factor (log n) 2/3 in the exponent will be convenient to balance later on the different bounds and, in particular, the 'entropy' contribution (13) . We have
and this function is separately Lipschitz with
uniformly in n and in g ∈ L n . We now apply Jensen's inequality to the left hand side of (14) and the exponential inequality (9) to each term of the right hand side together with (13) and we obtain
(15) We now take the logarithm on both sides and divide by (log n) 2/3 . We obtain
We now estimate the last term in the right-hand side of this inequality. Let ν k be the law of
To estimate ∆ν k , we will use the Berry-Esseen inequality proved in our context by A. Broise [5] ). She indeed proved that
Since the Gaussian has a bounded density, we have uniformly in k
therefore uniformly in n and k
From (3) we have
Then it follows easily that uniformly in n ≥ 1 and g ∈ L n we have
Using this estimate in (15), the proposition follows.
We now handle the proof of Theorem 1.1. In order to apply the exponential inequality, we consider the sequence of functions
After an easy computation one gets for any 1 ≤ p ≤ n
We can now apply the exponential inequality (9) to get the existence of a constant C 1 > 0 such that for any n and for any t > 0
This implies the first part of Theorem 1.1. We define the sequence (n k ) by
We conclude from the above estimate and Proposition 2.2 that for a positive constant Θ large enough
which implies by the Borel-Cantelli lemma that the sequence κ E n k , N (0, σ 2 ) converges to zero almost surely. More precisely
From (3) it follows that for n > n k
This implies
From now on, we assume that n ≤ n k+1 , then the first term tends to zero almost surely by our previous estimates and is more precisely O((log n k ) −1/3 ). We now prove that the second term tends to zero almost surely. We have
We have for any k
Using (12), we get
We now observe that the function
is separately Lipschitz with the following estimates, for k > 4:
Using (10) and the choice of n k , one easily gets for k > 1
for some positive constant C 0 . Collecting all the above estimates finishes the proof of Theorem 1.1.
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.1. Using the exponential inequality (10), it follows as before that
Let us now estimate the expectation. First note that E (|S * n |) ≤ E sup 1≤j≤n |S j | . We use Pisier's inequality [43] to get
Taking logarithm of both sides, using Jensen's inequality in the left hand side and inequality (9) in the right hand side we get
Therefore, for any η > 0 we have
We now deal with the expectation.
Proposition 2.3 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, we have
Proof. As before we have for any A > 0 large enough and uniformly in n
The middle integral is treated as before except for the term E ψ A g dM n appearing in the analog of (15) .
It is enough to show that for any g ∈ L n
At this point we recall the almost sure invariance principle (ASIP) [15] , [23] .
There is a positive number δ and an enriched probability space Ω carrying also a Brownian motion (B t ) such that
where the sequence (S k ) has the same joint distribution as (S k ). In other words there is an almost-surely finite integer-valued random variable N (ω), where ω ∈ Ω, such that, for any j > N (ω)
To derive the ASIP for (S * k ) = (sup j≤kS k ), notice that there are two cases for each k, namely the supremum is attained for an index j k ≤ N (ω) or for an index j k > N (ω). We claim that for almost all ω the first case can occur at most for finitely many k's. Indeed, if it was not the case, since (S * k ) is non decreasing, it would imply that this sequence is bounded. However, by the law of the iterated logarithm (for B k ) the sequence (S k ) diverges almost surely. In other words, the index for which the maximum is attained inS * k is eventually almost surely larger than N (ω). The same argument holds for the sequence (B j ). We conclude that the ASIP also holds for the sequence (S * k ). In particular
Since sup x∈R |(gψ A )(x)| ≤ 2A, we can use the dominated convergence theorem to conclude that for any A > 0
Define B * * k = sup 1≤j≤k B j/k . Now observe that by rescaling we get
Since trajectories of the Brownian motion are almost surely Hölder continuous [20] , we obtain
Using again the dominated convergence theorem we get
The proof of Theorem 1.2 is complete by letting A tend to infinity and by using the explicit expression for the law of sup 0≤t≤1 B t , see [20] .
Proof of Theorem 1.3
From Lemma A.1, stationarity and the differentiability of ϕ, we have
and this is summable over k if x > 1/(2ϕ ′ (α)) = 1/(2β). We are done with the upper bound.
For an integer r to be chosen later on independently of k and 0 < ǫ < 1 also independent of k, we define a new quantitỹ
The gaps of size rk in the indices will allow us later on to use the decay of correlations. The small gap [k ǫ/4 ] is chosen for convenience. It can be reduced to a large enough constant times log k. Its role is to ensure that the probability of having simultaneously S k (x) > kα and
> kα is small enough. We have of courseM k ≤ M k and therefore for any λ
We will now estimate this last quantity with λ = kα − (1 + ǫ) log k/(2β). Let
We have
In order to estimate this quantity, we will construct an upper bound as follows. Let ψ be the non negative Lipschitz function defined by
We have obviously
It is easy to verify that if v is a function of bounded variation and w is a Lipschitz function with Lipschitz constant K w we have with ∨ denoting the total variation
We recall (see [23] ) that under our hypothesis on the transformation f , there is a positive constant A > 2 such that for any integer q we have
Therefore, if we define the function g 1 by
one gets easily
We recall (see [23] ) that there exist two positive constants C and ρ < 1 such that if g 1 is a function of bounded variation and g 2 is integrable with respect to the Lebesgue measure (and hence also with respect to µ), we have for any integer p
We now apply this inequality with p = (r − 1)k and
q being an integer. We obtain the recursive bound for any q ≥ 1
We now choose r (depending on α) such that 2 log A + (r − 1) log ρ < −ϕ(α). This implies for k large enough
for some δ > 0 independent of k.
We now have to estimate the integral of g 1 from above. We have of course from (16)
. Using Bonferoni's inequality, we get
We observe that for fixed 0 < ǫ < 1 and for k large enough, we have from Lemma (A.1)
Therefore using also the invariance of the measure µ, the opposite of the second term in the right hand side is bounded below by
We now have to estimate the last term on the right hand side of (18) and show in particular that it is much smaller than the modulus of the second term (for large k). This estimate is provided in the appendix by Lemma A.2. Collecting all the bounds, namely (17), (18) and (19), we finally get
where C > 0 is some positive constant. The right hand side of this estimate is summable in k for any ǫ > 0 and the result follows using the Borel-Cantelli Lemma.
Applications to entropy estimation
We define n-cylinder sets as usual:
A in , where the A i 's are the monotonicity/regularity intervals of the map f . Denote by P n the set of n-cylinders. For all x ∈ [0, 1] which is not the n-th preimage of a discontinuity point, there is a unique n-cylinder containing x, denoted by P n (x). Since f is expanding, the partition of [0, 1] into the sets ]a i , a i+1 ] generates the Borel σ-algebra.
We assume that log |f ′ | is a Lipschitz function. Throughout this section, the observable u will be log |f ′ |. Recall that by Rokhlin formula [31] , h µ (f ) = log |f ′ | dµ. The following theorem is a refinement of Shannon-McMillan-Breiman Theorem (see also [24] , [46] for the usual central limit theorem). Let us define the sequence of weighted empirical (random) measures of minus the logarithm of the µ-measure of cylinders by 
Lebesgue almost surely.
Proof. By Theorem 1.1 applied to u = log |f ′ | − h and the triangle inequality, we only have to prove that κ(SMB n , E n ) → 0 as n goes to infinity, Lebesgue almost surely, where E n is given by (3) .
We have the following strong approximation: for any 0 < ̺ < 1 and for any x in a set of measure ≥ 1 − ̺, there is an integer N = N (̺) such that for any
Indeed, let
Then, by Lemma 22 in [38] , given any 0 < ̺ < 1, there exists Γ ̺ > 0 and
As before, we can write this distance as follows:
It is now straightforward to get using (21)
on a set of measure ≥ 1 − ̺. Since ̺ can be chosen arbitrarily small, the proof is finished.
We now define the return time of a point x to its n-cylinder by
The following result is due to Ornstein and Weiss [36] :
This result needs only the ergodicity of µ to hold. We define the sequence of weighted empirical (random) measures of the logarithm of the return times by 
The main point is to get a sufficiently strong approximation of log R k by S k that holds eventually almost surely. This is the subject of Lemma B.1 which is stated and proved in Appendix B. Proof. By the triangle inequality, it is enough to prove that κ(OW n , E n ) → 0 as n goes to infinity, Lebesgue almost surely.
By Lemma B.1 and (21), we obtain the following strong approximation: for any 0 < ̺ < 1 and for any x in a set of measure ≥ 1 − ̺, there is an integer
We can write this distance as follows (as we have already done before):
It is straightforward to get using (23)
on a set of measure ≥ 1 − ̺. Since ̺ can be chosen arbitrarily small, the proof is finished. We recall that lognormal fluctuations of the return time R n have been studied in [9, 28, 37] .
A Appendix: Sharp large deviation estimates.
In this section we will establish a sharp estimate on the probability of large deviations. Similar results have been obtained for independent random variables and Markov chains. We refer to [41] , [26] , [25] and [35] for a detailed discussion of these cases and more references. For piecewise expanding maps of the interval, the result has been obtained by A. Broise [5] under a generic non lacunarity assumption. We show here that the result holds in full generality (as in the independent case) for small enough values of α. The proof is very similar to that of [5] . We give it below for the sake of convenience.
Lemma A.1 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.3, there is a compact neighborhood K of the origin, and two constants 0 < c 1 < c 2 such that for any α ∈ K\{0} and for any integer k ≥ 1 + β −4 (recall that β = ϕ ′ (α)) we have
Proof.
We first recall a convenient representation of the probability we are interested in. For a given α ∈ K, let β = ϕ ′ (α). Define a sequence of positive measures ν k,α by
where δ denotes the Dirac measure. After a simple computation (see [35] or [5] ) one gets
In this expression of ν k,α , one sees appearing the operator L z given by
This operator depends analytically on z, and in the space of functions of bounded variations, one can use analytic perturbation theory [19] . In particular, there is a disk D in the complex plane centered at the origin such that for any z inside that disk, the operator L z has a peripheral spectrum consisting of a simple eigenvalue denoted below e F (z) . In the disk D, F is analytic and the corresponding eigenvector and eigenform depend also analytically on z. Moreover the rest of the spectrum is inside a disk of radius ρ < 1 and there is a uniform bound on the corresponding spectral projection.
In particular, for a fixed real β ∈ D, we have for any complex number z such
Note that in the above expression, since u is bounded (and hence S k ), the righthand side is an entire function of z. We now apply the analytic perturbation theory [19] in the last expression and get
and C(w) is analytic for w ∈ D. Note that since R k can be written as the difference of two functions analytic in D, it is also analytic in D and therefore we have estimates of all its derivatives in any smaller disk in terms of its maximum in D. In particular, we have uniformly in α in a neighborhood of the origin
As observed in [5] , if F ′′ (0) = 0, that is to say u is not of the form v − v • f for a function v of bounded variation, then by continuity we have F ′′ (β) = 0 in a neighborhood of the origin in β and also in a neighborhood of the origin in α.
From these estimates, we can derive a Berry-Esseen estimate. We denote by F k,α the law of ν k,α and by F σ the law of the normal distribution with variance σ 2 .
Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.1, there is a number α ′ 0 > 0 and a number C > 0 such that for any |α| < α ′ 0 we have
We refer to [17] for the proof which uses a standard technique once one has adequate control over the characteristic function. See also [39] and [5] for the case of dynamical systems.
The main point of the above result is that the constant C appearing in (24) is uniform in α.
To proceed with the proof, we will first give an asymptotic estimate of
The lemma follows by using g(x) = e − √ 1+x 2 for an upper bound and for a lower bound by using a non negative C 1 function with compact support in the interval [1, 2] and bounded above by e −2 .
The following lemma allows to control the probability of having simultaneously S k > kα and S k • f r > kα. Proof. We first observe that
and we will derive a large deviation estimate for this quantity. Using the family of operators L z defined above, one gets for any realβ E eβ
From the spectral theory of L z , we get as in the proof of Lemma A.1 uniformly forβ in a compact set containing the origin in its interior E eβ
We now use Chebychev inequality on the left hand side withβ = ϕ ′ (α)/2 and obtain P S k + S k • f r > 2kα ≤ O(1)e −kϕ(α)−r(F (2β)−2F (β)) .
From our assumptions on u (in particular, σ = 0), the function F is strictly convex, and therefore since F (0) = 0 we have F (2β) − 2F (β)) > 0 for anyβ = 0 in a compact set. The lemma follows. −(1+ǫ) log n ≤ log [R n (x)µ(P n (x))] ≤ log log(n 1+ǫ ) eventually almost surely .
Proof. The lemma is the consequence of the exponential law for the distribution of the random variables R n µ(P n (·)). From [38] there exists a subset of cylinders P * n ⊂ P satisfying the following conditions:
• ζ n := µ (P n \P * n ) with ζ n ≤ O(1)e −κn , κ > 0.
• For any cylinder C n ∈ P * n , sup t>0 µ R n µ(C n ) > t C n − e −t ≤ c 1 e −c2n (25) where c 1 , c 2 are positive constants, µ · C n denotes the conditional expectation.
We want to find a summable upper-bound to µ{log [R n µ(C n )] ≥ log t} ≤ Cn∈P * n µ(C n )µ log [R n µ(C n )] ≥ log t C n + ζ n where t will be chosen as a suitable sequence of positive real numbers. Then, from (25) , one gets for all t > 0 µ{log[R n µ(C n )] ≥ log t} ≤ ζ n +
≤1
Cn∈P * n µ(C n ) (c 1 e −c2n + e −t ) .
Take t = t n = log(n 1+ǫ ), ǫ > 0, to get µ{log[R n µ(C n )] ≥ log log(n 1+ǫ )} ≤ c 1 e −c2n + 1 n 1+ǫ + ζ n .
An application of the Borel-Cantelli lemma tells us that log[R n (x)µ(P n (x))] ≤ log log(n 1+ǫ ) eventually a.s. .
For the lower bound first observe that (25) gives, for all t > 0 µ{log[R n µ(C n )] ≤ log t} ≤ ζ n + c 1 e −c2n + 1 − e −t ≤ ζ n + c 1 e −c2n + t .
Choose t = t n = n −(1+ǫ) , ǫ > 0, to get, proceeding as before, log[R n (x)µ(P n (x))] ≥ −(1 + ǫ) log n eventually a.s. .
This finishes the proof of the lemma.
